Nasu Kogen

Gasthof Yell

Address:

6209-8, Takakuko, Nasu-machi

Telephone:

０２８７ー６３ー１６１３

Website:

http://www.yell-nasu.com/

Facility Information
The completely barrier-free guesthouse guarantees every guest – handicapped or not-handicapped, pregnant or
not – a safe and comfortable stay.
The exterior is somewhat reminiscent of a British countryside, a homage to the homeland of Peter Rabbit.
The guesthouse sits in the quiet and peaceful surroundings amidst rice fields and woods.
Barrier-free Information
○Communal Area

Handrails
Gaps

Available
None
Not available
*Guestrooms and all communal areas are on the ground floor.

Elevator

Notes:
There are no gaps in the facility. Rooms 101 and 102 can be connected through a door in between and
used as a single guestroom.

Width
100cm

Entrance (no gaps)
〇Rooms

Room type

Twin bedroom (Western style), fusion
(Japanese/Western) deluxe twin bedroom

Toilet

Accessible with wheelchair

In-room bathtub

Seated shower
*The whole-body shower issues hot mist.

Beds

Available. 43cm (height)

Corridor

Equipped with handrails

Entrance

Height
43cm

Shower & Toilet

Beds

Fusion (Japanese/Western)

Fusion (Japanese/Western)

○Communal Bathhouse

Rental wheelchair for entry to
hot spring
Access from guestroom
to changing room

Available
No gaps. Accessible with wheelchair.

Handrails and gaps

Accessible directly to the bathtub with shower
wheelchair.

Bathing suit

Not available

Bathing service for ostomates

Not available

Bathing assistance

Please consult us in advance.

The artificial hot spring bath features granite porphyry.
Enjoy a relaxed private time with your family or by yourself uninterrupted by other guests. Booking is
not necessary – you can use the bath as many times as possible so long as there are no other users.
Please consult us in advance if you need to request external bathing assistance. Because the slope
leads to the middle of the bathtub, wheelchair users can ride into the water with the shower wheelchair
available at the guesthouse.
Handrails in and around the bathtub offer a safe access for physically disabled and pregnant users.

Width
100cm

Open-air bathes

Slopes to the bathtub

〇Dining

Dining tables & chairs

Available

Buffet serving assistance

Set meals

In-room dining

Not available

We try our best to cater to various needs of guests, such as allergy-free meals, chopped meals for easy
digestion, indication of ingredients, etc. Please consult us in advance.

Dining hall

Height
78cm

Dining hall

Dining hall

